Brix-Diet and CO2 for
the Beverage Industry
Brix-Diet

Brix-Diet CO2 IR

Brix-Diet CO2 P/T

OPERATING SPECIFICATIONS
UR71 - Concentration measurement :
Measurement limits: 0...18.5 Brix for “REGULAR” scale
0...2000 mBrix for “DIET” scale
0…200% for “% STANDARD” display scale
Accuracy:
0.1% of the range, maximum accuracy
±0.01 Brix with variation of ±10 °C (±18°F) for “REGULAR” scale.
0.15% of the range, maximum accuracy
±0.003  Brix  with  variation  of  ±2.5  °C (±4.5 °F) for “DIET” scale.
Measurement scales: “BRIX”, “DIET” or “% STANDARD
Response time:
<1.0 sec.
UC07 - CO2 measurement IR				
UC08 - CO2 measurement P/T
Measurement limits:   0...5 v/v (0...10 g/l).
Measurement limits:   0...6 v/v (0...12 g/l).
Accuracy:                       ±0.025 v/v (±0.5 g/l).
Accuracy:                       ±0.05 v/v (±0.1 g/l).
Measurement scales:  “v/v (Gas/Vol)” or “g/l”
Measurement scale:    “v/v (Gas/Vol)” o “g/l”
Measurement cycle execution time: 15 sec.
Response time:       3 sec
Product temperature during measuring: -5...+35 °C [23…95 °F]
SHARED FEATURES
Optional parameters:
Sugar inversion, Alcohol, Oxygen with US01 sonic unit (not shown)
Maximum temp:
Sterilization with hot water: 90°C for 30’
Sterilization with steam (0.5 bar): 110°C for 30’
Line pressure: max 10 bars
Degree of protection: IP67 in accordance with EN60529
Power supply: -AC 24V ±10% 50...60Hz 7A Max. -DC 24V ±10% 7A Max.
Digital interface:
RS485 for connection to MP01/MP02 multiparametric receiver units
Field bus:
From MP01: Profibus / Modbus TCP / Ethernet IP
From MP02: Profibus / Modbus TCP / Ethernet IP
Connections: 2 fittings 3/4” Tri-Clamp®
Recirculation pump: Hygenic Centrifugal pump
Total weight: 28kg IB08 brix/CO2 P/T, full configuration.
IB08 Overall Dimensions: 480 (b) x 360 (h) x 375 (d)
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The instrument is supplied with MP01 or MP02 receivers to which it has to be electrically connected.

Beverage Analyzer

IB08

IB08: A customized equipment that best suits your needs
IB08 Inline Analyzer:  Combines exceptional performance and easy installation, delivering a useful and simple
analysis tool for diet and sugared drinks. Due to the small dimensions of the frame and structure, the IB08 can
be embedded on a OEM skid.  With only a few connections and a new hydraulic design, the instrument can easily
be installed by the end customer.
Inside the IB08,lies a DR10 core, the Maselli revolutionary soft drink labanalyzer, a must have in the soft
drink industry. From this experience is born UR71: the world leader analyzer for Diet drinks.

Brix-Diet

IB08 system can be tailored to different soft drinks to be produced. You can now choose Maselli technology that
best suits your needs.
CO2 measurement is from proven pressure-temperature (P/T) Maselli technology which now boasts a deep system
reengineering unit, aimed to further improve the previous generation systems. This is UC08.
Available also IB08 with UC07 IR CO2 unit, a no moving parts system
An installation kit can be provided upon request for an easy installation.

MP01 Receiver
MP01 is a touch screen receiver with all the
parameters at your fingertips. Find a summary of all
alarms that allows you to quickly take action. Easy
to install, different set up for various application
available.
MP02 Trend analysis receiver
MP02 adds the capabilities to visualize and analyze
trends in the production data with a user-friendly
UI, in a quick installation and implementation
package. Easy to install, can be linked to all the
digital ports for maximum versatility. View and
compare data and find the exact information to
make decision.
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System configurations (displayed):Brix-Diet, Brix-Diet CO2 IR, Brix-Diet CO2 P/T

Our receivers: providing the information you need.
The IB08 can be supplied with MP01/MP02
receiver and optionally M8 software.
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MP01/MP02

Brix-Diet CO2 IR
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IBO8

MP02
M8
The software is M8 based, the current state of the
art multi line lab software which provide a complete
overview of the production data.
Find a summary of all alarms that allows you to
manage from one central location and quickly take
action. Move beyond simple alarm notification and
to gain true insight to help you address issue. View
trends easily, check previous production data,
directly monitor soft drinks productions.

IB08: Benefits and Payback
Easy installation
User friendly handling of the collected data
No need of calibration
Reliable and accurate readings with diet soft drinks
Quick changeover for both regular and diet soft drinks
Syrup yield improvement
■ Real Ca Cp Cpk calculations of process performance
■
■
■
■
■
■

Brix-Diet CO2 P/T
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